
Electronic kits for fun and learning.
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Solderless
telephone kit
Build a working phone-no

soldering required! When fully assembled, a neon light
flashes when phone rings. Includes last -number redial,
on/off ringer switch and a lighted dial keypad. See-
through case showcases your handiwork. FCC
approved. Desk or wall. Full -color manual. Ages 10 -up.
990-0390 24.95
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Solderless RC car kit
Learn all about gears, motors, RF frequency and
more. When assembled, the radio -control racer
features 7 remote functions and a flashing top light.
Includes remote, manual. 81/2" long. Ages 10 -up.
Requires 9V, 4 "AA" batteries. 990-0394 ....32.95
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Solderless
crystal radio
set kit
Relive the experience of

early radio pioneers. Wire up this earliest of radio
circuits without soldering a thing and listen to the
magic of radio that needs no power. Uses a crystal
diode detector. Put up an antenna, connect a ground
and you'll be amazed at the stations you hear.
Includes a sensitive earphone and antenna wire. Size:
13/4x61hx5' 990-0252 19.95
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Solderless electronic stapler
Crystal-clear case lets you see the multicolored gears.
Motor -driven for quiet operation. Learn how gears work
while building a handy item for your home or office. Uses
standard staples and staples up to 12 sheets. Includes
full -color assembly manual. No soldering. Requires 4
"AA" batteries.990-0392 24.95

Blinking LEDs with
speed control
Flashing lights that you can
control! These blinking lights
add controllable effects to

model constructions or children's toys. The flashing speed
adjusts with potentiometers. Operates on 9VDC battery
(not of only 4mA.
Size: 19/32x13/8 x13/16. 990-0225 5 95
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Comprehensive
soldering course kit
Learn professional -grade soldering! Kit includes theory,
quizzes, PC board and components for soldering practice.
Build a fun blinking -LED project. Course covers "through -
hole" style PC board assembly and repair, solders, fluxes,
product safety, component handling and more. Circuit
requires 9V battery (not included).
990-0353 29.95

Robotic Arm Trainer
OWI-007. Teaches the basic robotic sensing and locomotion
principles, testing your motor skills as you build and control
the arm. You can command this unit with its five -switch, wired
controller with corresponding lights to grab, release, lift, lower,
rotate wrist and pivot sideways 350°. After assembly, observe
the dynamics of gear mechanisms through the transparent
arm. Five motors and five joints allow flexibility and fun! For
educators and home schoolers. Robotic Arm Interface and
Software and Trainer Curriculum sold separately. Requires 4

"D" batteries.990-0415 79.95
Interface and Software for Robotic Arm Trainer. 990-0416 89.95
Robotic Arm Trainer Curriculum. 990-0417 39.95

Every electronic kit on these two pages
includes all the needed parts and
easy -to -follow instructions. Start out
building the simple kits on this page. Then,

progress to more advanced kits on the next

page. Along the way, you'll get firsthand

knowledge of modern electronic circuits.

(For kits requiring soldering, you'll need a

soldering iron, solder and some basic tools.)

For more projects, see the Engineer's

Mini -Notebook series and Getting Started

in Electronics books on page 249, and check

out our website which features over 250 more

electronic kits, not shown here.
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AM radio
transmitter
Set up your own At

-41 station and broadcast t
radios in your neighborhood. Accepts standard lin,
level or microphone input, so you can connect it to

CD players, tape decks or microphone mixers. Doe
not require FCC license. 1/3.4x -1./2X -1.2 ". Requires 9\
battery. 990-0242 29.9!
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Lie detector

fume of "truth o
Challengenga your to E

consequences." Lying may
cause the speaker's hands to sweat, or it may causE
other physical changes. This prompts the kit to sounc
a tone; the more you lie, the louder the tone. Ever
slight changes cause the tone to increase it
frequency. Requires 6-12VDC or 9V battery. Size
15x11/5 '1990-0061 9 95
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Robot with microcomputer
WAO-II (Wise Agent Orb) Model OWI-961K.
Intelligent robot has a sophisticated onboard
microcomputer control system with electronic
memory storage. In direct mode, all commands are
executed in the same order in which they are entered. In program mode, it is possible
to change the normal order of commands executed to perform loops and conditiona
commands. Commands can be entered in the electronic memory by using the onboarc
keyboard or by linking to a personal computer. Memory can be erased and nevi
programs entered. WAO can even detect obstacles in its environment. Some solderinc
required. Moves on two wheels driven by two DC motors. Control: 96x4 -bit RAM, lk
ROM. Requires one 9V and 3 "AA" batteries. x61/4x3;': 990-0421 69.95
PC Computer Interface & Software for WAO-II and WAOG. 990-0423 , 29.95
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RED NUMBERS AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: www.radioshack.com, by special order at our stores
or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441.


